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Motivation
• In MARI, which will be going live in the following years [1] (see also
article 20.6 of [8]), the network is approximated using an ATC
transportation-based model
• Numerous problems related to zonal market clearing
1.
2.
3.
4.

Operational inefficiencies [1]
Gaming opportunities [2]
Distortion of long-term investment signals [3]
Difficulties in maintaining operational security – this paper

• We propose a hierarchical approach for incorporating nodal network
constraints to a zonal market clearing model
• Full study published by Statnett [4]

Illustrative Scenario
• Six nodes
• Price-inelastic demand in
nodes 3, 4, and 6 (300 MW
each)
• Six-node network is
partitioned into a North zone
with cheap generation and
two South zones with more
expensive generation
• ATC limits for zonal model:
• 150 MW for link N-S1
• 100 MW for link N-S2
• 62.5 MW for link S1-S2.

Illustration of the Problem
In real time, and imbalance of -40 MW occurs
in the Northern zone (node 3)

DA zonal market clearing

RT zonal market clearing

RT zonal market clearing violates thermal limit of line 2-3

Proposed Solution

Step 2: Residual Supply Function
What is the least-cost way (i.e. the total cost 𝑇𝐶(𝑒) below) in
which we can export a given amount of power 𝑒 from the
Northern zone?

Steps 3 and 4: Clear MARI and Disaggregate

Step 3: clear MARI

Step 4: disaggregate

Step 5: Settlements

• Northern TSO implements a nodal system within its own zone when disaggregating
resources
• Northern TSO collects a payment as an aggregate BSP (step 3, MARI)
• Northern TSO uses these funds to procure balancing power in the disaggregation
phase (step 4)

Legal Implementation
Compatibility of the approach has been checked against provisions of EBGL [5]
• Merit order: The fact that the hierarchical balancing approach produces a merit order list for MARI is consistent with EBGL
requirements on submitting merit order lists in order to ensure cost-efficient activation of bids. Relevant articles are 0(11), 21(3k).
• Compatibility with TSO-TSO model: The definition of a TSO-TSO model is one in which the BSPs interact with nondomestic TSOs
through their domestic TSO (as opposed to directly). This seems compatible with what is being proposed in the hierarchical
balancing approach. Relevant article is 2(21).
• Forwarding BSP bids to the platform: There are certain provisions in EBGL which suggest that the TSO is required to forward its
domestic bids directly to the platform. These provisions may be at odds with the aggregation that is being proposed in the preMARI step of the hierarchical balancing approach. Relevant articles are 2(38), 12(b), 16(2), 21(6a), 29(9), 33(3). Limitations on this
practice are foreseen, subject to regulatory approval, in article 5(4e).
• Integrated scheduling process in central dispatching: There are explicit provisions in the EBGL regarding the conversion of bids, by
TSOs operating an integrated scheduling process within a central dispatching context. The conversion of bids from an integrated
scheduling process is discussed explicitly in articles 12(3c), 12(3d), 18(8d), 27(3). TSOs that wish to apply a central dispatching
model need to notify the relevant regulatory authority, as foreseen in article 14(2). One concern about this interpretation is that
the spirit of these provisions is to allow the mapping of bids submitted in a unit commitment tool to bids that are submitted to an
exchange. Concretely, the integrated scheduling process receives information about startup cost, min up/down times, ramp rates,
technical minima, min load cost, etc., whereas the balancing platforms will require much simpler bids which internalize many of
these factors.

Conclusions and Next Steps
• Approach is inspired by [6] and applicable to TSO-DSO coordination
• Extensions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HVDC links
Multi-period setting
Multi-product (real-reactive-reserve, i.e. 3Rs) setting
Location of evacuated power
Single TSO managing multiple bidding zones
Non-convex market offers
Granularity of residual supply function
…
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